Configuration Overview

**artemis Cine Broadcast - Volt Sets**

For all products and sets please contact your local dealer.

**artemis Cine Broadcast - Volt Sets**
- KK.0037476
  - no Gimbal, Basic Set, Gold Mount
  - includes:
    - artemis Cine Broadcast 1.74in Post, no Gimbal, Gold Mount
    - artemis Camera Dovetail Plate, 8in
    - Post Tool for artemis and TRINITY
    - Hex Key 1.5mm
    - Hex Key 2mm
- KK.0037912
  - SSB-3, Stabilizer System Bracket for TRINITY, MAXIMA, SAM plates
- KK.0010470
  - Cam Power, Cine, 12V, XLR, HiCap
- KK.0010471
  - Cam Power, Cine, 12V, HiCap, ALEXA
- KK.0010538
  - Cam Power, Cine, 12V, HiCap, ALEXA Mini
- KK.0010540
  - Volt Pwr Cable 0B 3p - 0B 2p, 0.3m/0.9ft
- KK.0037459
  - Volt Pwr Cable 0B 3p - 0B 2p, 0.3m/0.9ft
- KK.0037460
  - Volt Pwr Cable 0B 3p - 0B 2p, 0.3m/0.9ft

**Accessories**
- KK.0037435
  - Counterweight Ring, D-12, 800 gr
- KK.0037426
  - Knurled Handle Extension 1.8" / ø 1.5"/ 5/32"
- KK.0037424
  - Post Extension 8.5" / ø 1.8" / 22mm

**Tally Cables**
- KK.0037438
  - Tally Kit for all artemis systems
- KK.0010553
  - Tally cable for Transvideo X-SBL Monitors
- KK.0010468
  - Tally cable for Transvideo Monitors

**Protection**
- KK.0010466
  - Rain Cover Sled
- KK.0010465
  - Rain Cover Arm
- KK.0010467
  - Rain Cover HD 6"
- KK.0010468
  - Rain Cover HD 8"

**Case for TRINITY**
- KK.0010627
  - artemis rigs

**TRINITY Upgrade**
For TRINITY Upgrades compatible with Cine Broadcast Basic Sets please see Configuration Overview 8.2.3

**Monitor Sets**
- KK.0010675
  - 6" Super Bright XBL Monitor Pro Set
  - includes:
    - artemis Monitor Bracket 6" / 140 mm Rods / 1.5" Clamp
    - Transvideo CineMonitorHD8 X-SBL Evolution
    - Monitor Power / 12V / 2pin Lemo
    - BNC Video Cable / HD SDI / 4.5 GHz (2x)
  - KK.0010676
    - 8" Super Bright X-SBL Monitor Pro Set
    - includes:
      - artemis Monitor Bracket 8" / 140 mm Rods / 1.5" Clamp
      - Transvideo CineMonitorHD8 X-SBL Evolution
      - Monitor Power / 12V / 2pin Lemo
      - BNC Video Cable / HD SDI / 4.5 GHz (2x)

**artemis Arm Sets and Vest**
- KK.0037441
  - artemis Spring Arm Carbon 19 Kg Pro Set
  - Consists of:
    - artemis Spring Arm Carbon / 19 kg
    - 6 mm Hex Key 1/"4"
    - 4 mm Hex Key / 5/32"'
    - Arm Soft Bag
- KK.0037442
  - artemis Spring Arm Carbon 23 Kg Pro Set
  - Consists of:
    - artemis Spring Arm Carbon / 23 kg
    - 6 mm Hex Key 1/"4"
    - 4 mm Hex Key / 5/32"'
    - Arm Soft Bag
- KK.0010333
  - artemis Vest

**artemis Spring Arm Upgrade**
- KK.0010334
  - artemis Spring Arm Upgrade / 26 Kg Pro Set
  - Consists of:
    - artemis Spring Arm Carbon / 26 kg
    - 6 mm Hex Key 1/"4"
    - 4 mm Hex Key / 5/32"'
    - Arm Soft Bag
- KK.0010335
  - artemis Spring Arm Carbon Upgrade / 26 Kg Pro Set

**artemis Spring Arm**
- KK.0010336
  - artemis Spring Arm Carbon Upgrade / 26 Kg Pro Set
  - Consists of:
    - artemis Spring Arm Carbon / 26 kg
    - 6 mm Hex Key 1/"4"
    - 4 mm Hex Key / 5/32"'
    - Arm Soft Bag
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